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DOI: 10.1039/c0sm00671hA combined quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and high-resolution solution NMR spectroscopy
study was conducted to investigate the internal dynamics of aqueous (D2O) G5 PAMAM dendrimer
solutions as a function of molecular protonation at room temperature. Localized motion of the
dendrimer segments was clearly exhibited in the QENS data analysis while the global, center-of-mass
translational diffusion was measured by NMR. Our results unambiguously demonstrate an increased
rapidity in local scale ( 3 A) motion upon increasing the molecular protonation. This is contrary to an
intuitive picture that increased charge stiffens the dendrimer segments thereby inhibiting local motion.
These charge-induced changes may be a result of interactions with the surrounding counterions and
water molecules as the segments explore additional intra-dendrimer volume made available by slight
electrostatic swelling and redistribution of mass in the dendrimer interior. This observation is relevant
to development of a microscopic picture of dendrimer-based packages as guest-molecule delivery
vehicles because reorganization of the confining dendrimer segments must be a precursor to guest-
molecule release.I. Introduction
Multi-branched dendritic macromolecules have captured the
interest of soft matter scientists due to the structural dichotomy
arising from their colloidal resemblance and polymeric
architecture.1 Their unique molecular characteristics, including
a well-defined size and the variety of achievable chemical func-
tionalities, have given rise to many industrial applications of
technological importance.2,3 Extensive computational, experi-
mental and theoretical studies1 in the past decades are evidence of
the continuing scientific fascination with dendrimers since their
first synthesis in the 1980s.4
Among this class of synthetic macromolecules, polyamido-
amine dendrimers (PAMAM) with ethylenediamine cores have
been considered for development as delivery agents for a wide
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618 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 618–622example, the merits of this polyelectrolyte dendrimer in targeted
drug-delivery applications (where the release of an exogenous
drug can be precisely controlled by the stimulus-response
mechanism) have been thoroughly exploited.1 In such biomedical
uses, the efficiency of a dendrimer-based delivery agent is
a consequence of its sophisticated architecture and its structural
adaptability in dynamically reacting to variations in external
thermodynamical conditions.
Extensive computational and experimental efforts have been
devoted to investigating the connection between the equilib-
rium structure of PAMAM dendrimers in solution and their
molecular protonation7 which can be precisely controlled by
adjusting the solution pH. The structural response to charging
is manifested as a transition in the intra-molecular density
profile where mass is redistributed from the central region to
the periphery of the dendrimer along with moderate electro-
static swelling.8–12 However, little is known of the effect of
charging on the dendrimer dynamics. The confinement of guest
molecules (e.g. drugs) and their controlled release must be
related to the internal dynamical processes of their host. The
structural rearrangement that redistributes mass in response to
dendrimer charging is itself a dynamical process resulting in
changes to the local environment of the amines and thereby
affecting their local motion. Fundamental insight into the
internal dynamical processes of a dendrimer under relevant
operational conditions are therefore of significant scientific and
technical importance. In this study, the internal segmental
motions of generation 5 (G5) PAMAM dendrimers dissolved in
D2O were resolved as a function of molecular charge using high
resolution solution NMR measurement and quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (QENS). The measured incoherent scattering
function shows that the internal segmental dynamics of a den-
drimer evolve in response to an increase of the electrostatic
interaction.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Article OnlineII. Materials
Biomedical grade amine-terminated poly(amidoamine) den-
drimers (PAMAM) (Generation 5) were purchased from Den-
dritech Inc., Midland, MI, USA.13 Purification of the samples
used in this work is given elsewhere.8–12 Deuterium chloride and
deuterium oxide were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Labo-
ratories, Inc., Andover, MA, USA.13 The samples studied in this
investigation were made by dissolving PAMAM dendrimer in
solutions of DCl and D2O, and the preparation is detailed in
a separate reference.8 The solution acidity is represented by a,
which defines the molar ratio of DCl to that of the terminal
amines. The concentration for both the NMR and QENS
measurements was 5 wt % in high-quality heavy water (D2O,
99.9%).
III. Solution NMR measurement
High resolution solid state NMR has been extensively used to
characterized detailed structural characteristics of PAMAM
dendrimer systems.14–16 The size and dynamics of IAPP peptide
species is also investigated by diffusion NMR spectroscopy.17 In
our work, it was used to explore the dependence of the diffu-
sional motion of PAMAM dendrimer in aqueous solution on the
molecular charge. NMR experiments were carried out using
a Bruker Avance NMR spectrometer operating at 400MHz. The
instrument was equipped with a gradient amplifier. One-dimen-
sional 1H experiments were performed using standard pulse
sequences from the Bruker library.18 Diffusion experiments were
carried out using pulsed field-gradient spin echo NMR (PFGSE
NMR) with 16 increments in the gradient strength (2–95%). The
gradient coil strength was calibrated with diffusion of HDO in
D2O (D¼ 1.91 109 m2/s at 297.5 K). The diffusion coefficients
(D) were extracted from the slope of the intensity decays of spin-
echo signal using the Stejskal–Tanner equation:19,20
I/I(0) ¼ exp[Dg2g2d2(D  d/3)] (1)
where I and I(0) are intensities of the echo signal with and
without the magnetic field gradient, respectively, D the time
between the gradient pulses (diffusion time), g the gyromagnetic
ratio, g the gradient strength, d the duration of gradient and D
the diffusion coefficient. The peak in the spectrum at 3.65 ppm
was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient.
IV. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurement
The experiments were carried out using the high-resolution
backscattering spectrometer BaSiS at the Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL). BaSiS
features an elastic energy resolution of 3.4 meV (FWHM) and the
dynamical range of energy transfer, u, was selected as 100
meV.21
The samples were confined to a 0.5 mm annulus in a cylindrical
niobium sample cell in order to minimize multiple scattering. All
samples, including a vanadium standard used as the instrument
resolution function and pure solvent in the niobium cell used as
a background, were measured at seven values of momentum
transfer,Q, from 0.3A1 to 1.5A1 at room temperature (300 K).
Based on previous results from small angle scattering (SANS),This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011there could be considerable coherent scattering at the lowest Q
value, consequently this spectrum has been suppressed in the
analysis.22 The large incoherent cross-section of the hydrogen
atom means that the measured signals are dominated by
contributions from the hydrogen atoms in the amine groups of
the dendrimer segments. The solvent and niobium sample cell
contributions were subtracted from the data sets leaving only the
signal from the dendrimer. No correction for multiple scattering
was made because the transmission was at the level of 87%.V. Model of the incoherent scattering function
The incoherent scattering function can be considered as the
convolution of the dendrimer global, center-of-mass trans-
lational Brownian motion with its internal local motion23
Sinc(Q,u) ¼ Sint(Q,u)5Strans(Q,u) + B(Q,u) (2)
where Sinc(Q,u) is the total incoherent scattering function,
Sint(Q,u) is the contribution from internal motion, and
Strans(Q,u) represents the center-of-mass translational diffusion.
B(Q,u) is an u-dependent linear background. Strans(Q,u) can be
described by a Lorentzian Ltrans(Q,u) function with half-width at
half-maximum (HWHM) of Gtrans ¼ DsQ2. In this analysis, the
self-diffusion coefficient Ds was constrained to that obtained
from the NMR measurement. In the simplest phenomenological
approach, Sint(Q,u) may be represented as the sum of an elastic
term and a quasi-elastic, Lorentzian contribution with HWHM,
Ginternal. A0(Q) describes the distribution of intensity between the
two terms and the Debye–Waller factor accounts for intensity
loss due to vibrational motion:
Sint(Q,u) ¼ eQwhu2i/3[A0(Q)d(u) + (1  A0(Q))Lint(Q,u)] (3)
Finally, the measured intensity is represented as
SincðQ;uÞ ¼
n
e
Qwhu2i=
3 ½A0ðQÞdðuÞ þ ð1 A0ðQÞÞLintðQ;uÞ
5LtransðQ;uÞ þ BðQ;uÞg5RðQ;uÞ
(4)
where R(Q,u) is the resolution function of the instrument. It is
important to note that a recent MD simulation24 suggests that
the characteristic relaxation time corresponding to overall rota-
tionally diffusive motion of dendrimer molecule is much longer
than the accessible temporal range of the spectrometer. There-
fore, in our QENS data analysis this dynamical contribution has
been neglected.VII. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 gives the linear Stejskal–Tanner plots obtained from
solutions of G5 PAMAM. The single-exponential decay in the
NMR amplitude indicates that the samples consist predomi-
nantly of individual dendrimer molecules. Upon increasing a, the
extracted self-translational diffusion coefficient Ds is seen to first
decrease when the primary amines are charged (a ¼ 1) and then
slightly increase when dendrimer is fully charged (a ¼ 2). In
comparison to its non-charged state, SANS experiments show
that a G5 PAMAM dendrimer exhibits only minor swelling inSoft Matter, 2011, 7, 618–622 | 619
Fig. 1 The Stejskal–Tanner plot of G5 PAMAM dendrimer at three
different levels of molecular protonation. The extracted self diffusion
coefficients Ds are given in the legends.
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View Article Onlineglobal size (5% increase in radius of gyration RG) when it is fully
charged in D2O.
9This non-trivial functional dependence ofDs on
a cannot be attributed only to the change in hydrodynamic
radius of the dendrimer via the Stokes–Einstein formula. Varying
surface conditions due to progressive charging and enhanced
counterion condensation could affect Ds more strongly than the
slight variation in physical size.
An example of the QENS spectra is presented in Fig. 2 where
the model fitting was performed over the energy range 100 meV
at scattering wavevector Q ¼ 0.9 A1. The quasi-elastic broad-
ening due to internal motion of the dendrimer (dashed line) is
clearly seen after separating the contribution from the global
translational diffusion component (shaded area) determined
from the NMR measurement. In light of the complexity arising
from its hierarchical structure, which inherently gives rise to
a dynamical behavior characterized by multi-step relaxations
spanning a temporal range of several orders of magnitude,
a complete dynamical picture of the dendrimer will not be fully
described by our simplified, single-Lorentzian model nor
captured by our measurements. However, the nanosecond and
faster time range seems to be well-modeled by a single relaxation
process as defined in eqn (4) and this is the relevant time scale for
describing the dynamics of a typical guest drug molecule hosted
in PAMAM dendrimer.25Fig. 2 QENS intensity (blue symbols) recorded at Q ¼ 0.9 A1, the total
fitted curve (solid line), the corresponding components of translational
diffusion (shaded area), the Lorentzian (dashed line) and background
(dash-dotted line).
620 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 618–622The QENS spectra are presented in Fig. 3 at three levels of
molecular charging. Qualitatively, within the studied Q and
dynamical range, Sinc(Q,u) broadens (faster motions) in response
to an increase in molecular protonation. As shown in Fig. 3,
good agreement between the model of eqn (4) and experiment
was found within the entire Q range. The continuous increase of
Ginternal(Q) with Q and its non-zero value at Q ¼ 0 (Fig. 4a)
demonstrate that the internal dendrimer dynamics can be
phenomenologically well characterized by a localized diffusive
motion which becomes more rapid as a increases. This surprising
observation is in contradiction to an intuitive expectation that
charging the dendrimer would make it less flexible and inhibit
local diffusive motion of the segments. The answer may lie in
consideration of the relevant length scales. Significant rear-
rangement of dendrimer segments likely occurs on much longer
length scales (and time scales) than sampled in the present
experiment. Care is needed in interpreting the dynamical picture
on length scales greater than 9 A (Q2 < 0.5 A2) since the data
analysis is complicated by several unaccounted factors such as
the hydrodynamic interaction,26 intra-dendrimer collective
motion27,28 and rotational motion of the segments.29 This
evolution in dynamics can also be visualized by the self inter-
mediate scattering functions Sinc(Q,t) shown in Fig. 4b–d calcu-
lated from the fits to eqn (4). As a increases, a more rapid decay
of Sinc(Q,t) is observed.
Additional insight, particularly into the relevant length scale of
the motion, can be obtained by applying a simple model of
localized diffusion which has been successfully applied in the
analysis of alkyl chain dynamics30,31 where the hydrogen atoms
are assumed to be moving within an impenetrable spherical
volume. A diffusion coefficient D and the sphere radius R are
used to describe this confined diffusive motion. The fitting curves
and results are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Despite fluctuations, the
tendency of the internal diffusion coefficientD also demonstrates
that the local motion is faster when the dendrimer is charged.
With the increase of dendrimer protonation, the apparent
diffusion coefficient is seen to increase steadily: (1.60  0.03) 
1010 m2/s (a ¼ 0), (2.58  0.03)  1010 m2/s (a ¼ 1), (3.11 
0.04)  1010 m2/s (a ¼ 2).Fig. 3 The incoherent scattering function Sinc(Q,u) obtained from G5
PAMAM dendrimer solution with the concentration of 5% weight and
the a values of 0, 1, and 2. Solid lines correspond to the fitting curves with
eqn (4).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 4 (a) Evolution of Ginternal(Q) as a function of Q
2 at three different
a values. The corresponding Sinc(Q,t) obtained at Q ¼ 1.1 A1 (b),
Q ¼ 1.3 A1 (c) and Q ¼ 1.5 A1 (d).
Fig. 5 The incoherent scattering function Sinc(Q,u) fitted with the model
of the diffusion in a sphere. Solid lines are the fitting curves. The exper-
iment data are the same as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 6 The result of the QENS data analysis with the diffusion-in-a-
sphere model described in ref. 26 and 27: (a) the diffusion coefficient, (b)
the radius of the sphere.
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View Article OnlineOur observation is contrary to a coarse-grained Brownian
dynamics (BD) simulation which predicts progressively more
sluggish internal motion with an increase in the intra-dendrimer
electrostatic interaction.32 However, whether this mean-field
approach can accurately depict microscopic dynamical infor-
mation of a dendrimer, remains a critical open question. This
disagreement between the present experiment and coarse-grained
simulation reflects the importance of incorporating all the
complexity of the real system including the various interactions
involving charged amines, counterions and water moleculesThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011explicitly, particularly at these relatively short length scales
(< 10 A).
The sphere radius describing the extent of the motion is about
2.8 A and a-independent. This interesting behavior indicates that
on the local length scale, charging the dendrimer weakens the
average interactions experienced by the amine groups. This could
arise due to some combination of an increasing degree of coun-
terion condensation which progressively modulates the electro-
static interaction,33 the varying strength of hydrogen bonding
due to penetrating water,33 and the additional intra-dendrimer
space created by conformational change8–12,34–36 which, to some
extent, relieves local steric crowding hindering the segmental
maneuverability. The further implication is that the range of
motion of the amine hydrogen atoms is limited on the time scale
of this measurement (z 1 ns) which implies that larger amplitude
motions involving significant rearrangement of the dendrimer
backbone occur on a much slower time scale.Conclusions
In conclusion, we provide the first conclusive experimental
evidence demonstrating clear dependence of the internal
dynamics of G5 PAMAM dendrimers in D2O on their molecular
charge. We believe this enhancement of local scale dynamics of
the dendrimer segments is closely related to their interactions
with counterions and water molecules, as well as the availability
of intra-dendrimer volume allowing additional maneuverability.
This charge-induced dynamical change may provide critical
information for general polyelectrolyte dendrimer-based pack-
ages used as delivery vehicles under operational conditions with
pH values of biological relevance.Acknowledgements
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